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Checking the facts

Follow AfricaCheck’s five step fact-check 

to ensure proper content verification

Source: www.africacheck.org

http://www.africacheck.org/




• Fact-checking should be part of your everyday workflow as a journalist,

it’s not something you do as an afterthought

• Question all sources (even trusted sources can get it wrong);

• Explain the quality of the sources to readers in your reporting

• Avoid anonymous sources as far as possible, first try and get someone to give 

you the information on-the-record

• If you have to quote anonymous sources, tell your readers why

• Take nothing for granted, check everything;

• Avoid single sources; always seek other sources to confirm information;

• If sources contradict one another, report the contradictions

• If you’re not sure about the veracity of a tweet, FB post or website DON’T share it







Anonymous sources
Our journalists will refrain from quoting or attributing information to anonymous sources, Rare 

exceptions to this rule … if the information is deemed to be of high news value and importance, and 

if all other means to get the information on the record have been exhausted. 

When dealing with sources, always question motives before promising anonymity. 

Avoid using anonymous sources to express negative opinions or make negative charges about an 

individual or organization.

In the rare cases in which anonymous sources are approved … we will tell readers or viewers why 

anonymity was granted in the story. 

Always identify to the fullest extent possible the nature of the source, including qualifications and 

biases that can aid the reader in determining the validity of the information.

You should consult first with your assigning editor before granting a blanket promise of 

confidentiality to any source

- The Centre for Investigative Reporting, Ethics Guide cironline.org



Reference sources



Did Obama ignore human

rights issues in Ethiopia?

No, but the claim refuses to go away

Fact-check: https://goo.gl/7VCgjr

https://goo.gl/7VCgjr




First-person eyewitness



The rape that wasn’t – a failure of journalism

• “Jackie”, a freshman at the University of Virginia tells Rolling Stone how she was raped by seven 
men at a fraternity party;

• Says friends discouraged her from reporting it for fear of her being socially ostracised;

• When Rolling Stone began to investigate the rape, the staff at UVA reacted in a defensive manner;

• The same story alleged that at least two other gang rapes had occurred at the same fraternity house;

• Alarm bells ignored as RS’s fact-checking protocols fail;

• After publication journalist has doubts and RS retracts the story, but archived version lives on;

• Police investigation finds no proof rape ever happened.

Background: 

Archived original story: https://goo.gl/vjLDuL

investigation debunks rape story: https://goo.gl/KLZ2Hd

https://goo.gl/vjLDuL
https://goo.gl/KLZ2Hd


‘Investigative reporters working on 

difficult, emotive or contentious stories 

often have blind spots. It is up to their 

editors to insist on more phone calls, 

more travel, more time, until the 

reporting is complete.’ 

- From Columbia University report



The warning signs that were missed

• Small and important checkable details from Jackie’s account not independently verified;

• Date of frat house party;

• One of the alleged fraternity rapists was a lifeguard who Jackie refused to name;

• Jackie’s friends all “declined” to comment;

• The identity of the alleged rapists;

• The source of the allegations about the other gang rapes. 

The result: severe damage to both Rolling Stones’ and the reporter’s reputation
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